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You did it! Thanks to generous donations from YOU, our
fabulous community, we raised over $7,000 to support ongoing

watershed restoration! Every dollar helps us devote another
day towards beaver conservation, habitat restoration, and

coexistence tools for in-place management of beavers!
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Moving Forward...
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MBP is diversifying its services to the Methow Valley community, offering
coexistence measures in support of living with beaver where they are.
These include tree protection, �ow control, and �sh passage devices.
Planning is underway for restoration projects in 2020 and beyond.
Beaver and salmon? MBP explores the modern relationship between co-
evolved species who share habitat often limited by human infrastructure.
Our research will help shed light on the controversial question of whether
beavers create critical habitat for these intrepid anadromous and
endangered �sh, or create more barriers, or perhaps both.  
It’s ecology - complex and absolutely fascinating!

Future Volunteer Opportunities 

Interested in getting involved? We always welcome volunteers for feeding
beaver at the hatchery, getting hands dirty at work parties, and increasing our
educational outreach! Eyes on the ground are appreciated as well - seen beaver
or their signature activity? Let us know!  

Contact us at methow.beaver@gmail.com
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Learn More
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